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Abstract
Artificial intelligence (AI) can enhance teachers'  
capabilities by sharing control over different parts of 
learning activities. This is especially true for complex 
learning activities, such as dynamic learning transi-
tions where students move between individual and 
collaborative learning in un- planned ways, as the 
need arises. Yet, few initiatives have emerged con-
sidering how shared responsibility between teach-
ers and AI can support learning and how teachers' 
voices might be included to inform design decisions. 
The goal of our article is twofold. First, we describe 
a secondary analysis of our co- design process 
comprising six design methods to understand how 
teachers conceptualise sharing control with an AI co- 
orchestration tool, called Pair- Up. We worked with 
76 middle school math teachers, each taking part in 
one to three methods, to create a co- orchestration 
tool that supports dynamic combinations of individ-
ual and collaborative learning using two AI- based 
tutoring systems. We leveraged qualitative content 
analysis to examine teachers' views about sharing 
control with Pair- Up, and we describe high- level in-
sights about the human- AI interaction, including con-
trol, trust, responsibility, efficiency, and accuracy. 
Secondly, we use our results as an example show-
casing how human- centred learning analytics can be 
applied to the design of human- AI technologies and 
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INTRODUCTION

Human- AI partnerships aim to enhance human capabilities and promote synergy between 
human actions and automation through predefined rules and structures (Dubey et al., 2020; 
Shneiderman, 2022). The automation includes AI techniques that analyse and predict stu-
dent interactions to develop recommendations to inform instruction, specifically, specifically, 
humans define these processes and make decisions about the AI's level of control (Fang 
et al., 2023). The new research direction to intentionally combine human and AI capabilities 
brings novel design challenges into educational contexts. Designers must now consider the 

share reflections for human- AI technology designers 
regarding the methods that might be fruitful to elicit 
teacher feedback and ideas. Our findings illustrate 
the design of a novel co- orchestration tool to facilitate 
the transitions between individual and collaborative 
learning and highlight considerations and reflections 
for designers of similar systems.

K E Y W O R D S
co- orchestration, design methods, human- AI, human- centred 
design, teacher- centred

Practitioner notes

What is already known about this topic:
• Artificial Intelligence (AI) can help teachers facilitate complex classroom activities, 

such as having students move between individual and collaborative learning in 
unplanned ways.

• Designers should use human- centred design approaches to give teachers a voice 
in deciding what AI might do in the classroom and if or how they want to share 
control with it.

What this paper adds:
• Presents teacher views about how they want to share control with AI to support 

students moving between individual and collaborative learning.
• Describes how we adapted six design methods to design AI features.
• Illustrates a complete, iterative process to create human- AI interactions to sup-

port teachers as they facilitate students moving from individual to collaborative 
learning.

Implications for practice:
• We share five implications for designers that teachers highlighted as necessary 

when designing AI- features, including control, trust, responsibility, efficiency and 
accuracy.

• Our work also includes a reflection on our design process and implications for 
future design processes.
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shared roles between humans and AI to effectively support teaching and learning practices. 
Several researchers have conceptualised how to foster collaboration between humans and 
AI. For instance, Molenaar's framework (2022) aimed to characterise human- AI interac-
tions according to six levels of automation, from zero to full automation. Similarly, Holstein 
et al. (2020) proposed a hybrid adaptivity framework to define shared adaptivity with hu-
man- AI regarding perceptual, actions and decision capabilities. These initiatives highlight 
the need for a deeper understanding of the interaction between humans and AI in educa-
tional contexts. Designing human- AI technologies contains the difficult challenges of foster-
ing productive interactions and enabling trust, transparency, explainability and responsibility 
(Ozmen Garibay et al., 2023).

By adapting methods from human- computer interaction (HCI) to meaningfully include 
stakeholders in the design technology (Buckingham Shum et al., 2019), the field of human- 
centred learning analytics (HCLA) has addressed similar challenges. However, researchers 
argued the same methods do not transfer neatly to AI because of additional complexities: 
understanding AI, explaining AI design ideas, and communicating AI unpredictability (Xu 
et al., 2023; Yang et al., 2020). Xu et al. (2023) explained traditional HCI methods need to 
be adapted to address some of these challenges. Simultaneously, they call for HCLA to 
continue adapting methods to maximise the inclusion of stakeholders and foster better inter-
actions with AI (Ozmen Garibay et al., 2023; Xu et al., 2023). There are few examples of how 
researchers have codesigned AI- based tools with teachers (eg, Holstein et al., 2019). We 
build on the work of Holstein et al. (2019) to explore how teachers can codesign AI- based 
orchestration tools that distribute control during unplanned learning activities like dynamic 
pairing, where students move between individual and collaborative learning, described in 
detail below.

Our research had two purposes. First, we describe a secondary analysis, which serves 
the purpose of answering our research question: How do teachers conceptualise sharing 
control with an AI co- orchestration tool during dynamic pairing? Second, we use our results 
to illustrate how HCLA can be applied to the design of human- AI technologies. Subsequently, 
our article is outlined as follows: first, we review the literature on co- orchestration and dy-
namic learning transitions; next, we describe our methods, including the AI context, the six 
design methods we used, and our analytic approach; after, we share the results from our re-
search question; lastly, in the discussion, we summarise our results related to our research 
question, highlight implications for this work and reflect on our HCLA process.

CO-  ORCHESTRATING DYNAMIC LEARNING TRANSITIONS

Teachers manage many simultaneous factors in classroom environments to facilitate 
meaningful student learning. Also known as classroom orchestration, this approach refers 
to the moves teachers undertake to manage tools and students in real time (Dillenbourg 
& Jermann, 2010). Orchestrating classroom learning becomes vastly more taxing when 
learning approaches are complex. Dynamic transitions, for instance, require teachers to 
manage students working on individual and collaborative learning and identify when they 
should switch between learning activities (Echeverria et al., 2023). Leveraging the knowl-
edge learning instruction (KLI) framework (Koedinger et al., 2012), collaborative learning 
offers opportunities for mutual elaboration and coconstruction of knowledge. In contrast, in-
dividual learning may promote induction and refinement as learning mechanisms (cf. Mullins 
et al., 2011). For example, Olsen et al. (2015) showed that combining individual and col-
laborative learning can be more effective for students than either activity alone. Specifically, 
we define dynamic transitions as having three components: (1) monitoring student learning 
skills, status (eg, doing well) and progress; (2) having students transition when the need 
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arises and (3) pairing students on the fly (Yang et al., 2023). In educational practice, combin-
ing individual and collaborative learning activities is common (eg, think- pair- share), as each 
learning activity has unique benefits. Such pairing processes, like think- pair- share, are ones 
that teachers know how to handle. What makes dynamic pairing processes different is that 
students are working on different tasks on different timelines and are being paired with dif-
ferent students on the fly, meaning students switch back- and- forth between individual and 
collaborative learning at unplanned and somewhat unpredictable times (Olsen et al., 2015). 
The dynamic element introduces a new opportunity to adapt students' learning in real time 
to account for their unique needs. While we hypothesise that dynamic learning transitions 
can be effective for students' learning it is empirically unproven. We can a priori see advan-
tages but do not yet have scientific studies that have rigorously tested them. One challenge 
in implementing and studying this form of learning is that dynamic learning transitions are a 
complex pedagogical approach for teachers to orchestrate.

To benefit individual student learning, teachers require support identifying moments to 
transition between individual and collaborative learning. To scaffold teacher implementation 
of dynamic learning transitions, AI can support teachers as they orchestrate learning tran-
sitions, also known as co- orchestration. Co- orchestration involves shared decision making 
and coregulated behaviour and interaction in the classroom (Holstein & Olsen, 2023). For 
co- orchestration to be effective, the collaborative features between teachers and AI need to 
be grounded in the needs of teachers and the realities of classrooms. Therefore, HCLA can 
be leveraged to position teachers as active collaborators in the design process (Dimitriadis 
et al., 2021; Goodyear & Dimitriadis, 2013). HCLA is a participatory design approach that 
has become increasingly common in Learning Analytics to account for stakeholder needs 
(Buckingham Shum et al., 2019). Yet, when applying HCLA to AI technologies, new chal-
lenges emerge such as understanding what AI can do, uncertainty regarding the role of AI in 
the classroom, and difficulty designing interactions to foster collaborative decision- making 
processes (Yang et al., 2020). Thus, methods to design AI require specific adaptations to 
engage stakeholders in meaningful ways (Ozmen Garibay et al., 2023; Yang et al., 2020). 
We address these challenges by adapting six methods, described below, to design our AI 
co- orchestration tool with teachers.

METHODS

Learning context

The goal of our project was to create a co- orchestration tool for teachers to make deci-
sions with AI about dynamic learning transitions in the classroom. The co- orchestration tool, 
Pair- Up, is situated in a sociotechnical classroom ecosystem, including two AI- based intel-
ligent Tutoring Systems (ITS): Lynette and Adaptive Peer Tutoring Assistant (APTA). Lynette 
(Figure 1) is a standard ITS that supports individual learning of basic equation solving. 
Lynnette provides step- by- step guidance through adaptive hints, correctness feedback and 
error- specific messages, improving students' equation- solving skills in several classroom 
studies. APTA (Figure 2) extends Lynnette's functionality to support collaborative learning, 
specifically reciprocal tutoring. APTA is a reimplementation of an earlier system with the 
same name by Walker et al. (2014). When using APTA, two students take the role of Solver 
and Tutor, respectively. The Solver attempts to solve the math problem and can seek help 
from their partner, the Tutor. The Tutor helps the Solver through step- by- step evaluation and 
feedback via the chat window. APTA supports the student in the Tutor role with math and tu-
toring feedback. While we describe the larger classroom ecosystem, the focus of this paper 
is on how teachers wanted to share control with the co- orchestration tool, Pair- Up.
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The co- orchestration tool, Pair- Up, (Figure 3) has two key features: real time analytics of 
student learning status and AI- suggested pairings. Pair- Up (1) describes students' individual 
and collaborative progress and process, (2) predicts who might need collaborative support, 
(3) predicts who might be a beneficial partner for them and (4) advises the teacher on what 
pairs should work on.

First, the real time analytics use Bayesian knowledge tracing (BKT) techniques (Corbett 
& Anderson, 1995) from raw student- tutor interaction data to identify how students are doing 
(ie, doing well, struggling, system abuse, idle). Pair- Up also highlights what problem set 
students are working on and their progress within the problem set. Second, Pair- Up helps 
teachers decide which students might benefit from transitioning from one learning activity 
to the other. Pair- Up takes advantage of tracking students' knowledge with BKT to identify 
students to pair. The tool leverages two algorithms: a homogeneous pairing algorithm that 
suggests tutors and solvers with similar mastery of the targeted math skills and a hetero-
geneous pairing algorithm that suggests tutors who have mastered the skill(s) necessary to 
support the solver with skill development. We developed the pairing algorithms through an 
iterative process to refine their accuracy and feasibility (Yang, Echeverria, et al., 2021). In 
Pair- Up, teachers can choose which pairing algorithm to use and whether to follow or over-
ride suggestions. Third, once the teacher selects a candidate solver, either suggested by the 
tool or based on their own judgement, Pair- Up suggests three candidates for the tutor role. 
Teachers can then see how each compares to the solver in terms of the skills the candidate 
solver is struggling with and decide which tutor to select. Lastly, teachers then select an 
assignment they see fit for the pair.

F I G U R E  1  The Lynnette interface for students to solve basic equations by typing in answers, asking for 
hints from the AI, and seeing their progress on the skills they are working on. 
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Study design

To answer our research question, we conducted secondary analysis of our design- based 
research project, including six methods over 2.5 years (Table 1). Previous analysis focused 
on user experience design insights, features of the Pair- Up, and knowledge about dynamic 
transitions. This way, we expand on our past analyses to reflect specifically on how teachers 
conceptualise control across our entire design process to gain insights about how we might 
design for shared control in the future. The strength of collapsing across methods allows us 
to examine and highlight the full human centred design process. Across all six methods, we 

F I G U R E  2  APTA interfaces. Top: Solver interface, where the student solves the equation on the left and 
can chat with the tutor on the right and see content hints from the AI. Bottom: Tutor interface with the solvers 
work on the left where they mark things as correct or incorrect and the chat on the right to provide hints to the 
solver and see collaboration hints from the AI. 
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F I G U R E  3  Pair- Up visualises all students as cards. Cards highlighted in blue represent a student who may 
benefit from collaboration. When selected, three students are highlighted in purple who may be a good pair. 
Teachers select students, and Pair- Up shows data about the pair in the right panel. 

TA B L E  1  Data collection by design method.

Design methods Methods description Year Teachers Data analysed

Classroom probe 
(Echeverria et al., 2023)

Wizard- of- Oz study to explore 
simulated interactions in 
authentic classrooms

Spring 2020 4 4, 30– 60- 
minutes video 
interviews

Storyboard survey (Yang, 
Lawrence, et al., 2021)

Needs validation emphasizing 
the complementarity 
of teacher- Pair- Up 
interactions

Fall 2020 54 Qualitative survey 
responses

Low fidelity prototyping 
(Lawrence et al.,  2022)

Traditional prototyping 
method with added 
imaginative prompts about 
intelligent functions of 
Pair- Up

Spring 2021 7 7, 1- hour videos

Mid- fidelity prototyping 
(Lawrence et al., 2022)

Prototyping with focus 
on teacher Pair- Up 
collaboration and 
explainability

Summer 2021 8 8, 1- hour videos

User testing (Lawrence 
et al., 2022)

Wizard- of- Oz study and think- 
aloud to simulate teacher 
pairing with Pair- Up

Fall 2021 3 3, 1- hour videos

Classroom study (Yang 
et al., 2023)

Testing in authentic classroom 
to understand teachers' 
real- time use of Pair- Up

Fall 2022 5 5, 1- hour videos
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worked with a total of 76 teachers. Each teacher took part in one to three methods described 
below; no teacher took part in all aspects of the design process. Insights collected from each 
method informed succeeding designs.

Design methods

Classroom probe

To understand the design challenge and test intelligent functions, we conducted an in- person 
Wizard- of- Oz probe study (Hutchinson et al., 2003). During their regular classes, three, 
seventh- grade math teachers used the two AI- based tutoring systems, Lynnette and APTA. 
In total, six classes participated in the study. Each class was randomly assigned to one of 
three pairing conditions to transition from individual to collaborative activities, student- led, 
teacher- led or AI- Wizard- of- OZ- led pairing. Afterward, teachers participated in 30- minute 
semi- structured interviews. We prepared a set of storyboards (Figure 4) representing the 
three conditions to give teachers an impression of conditions they did not experience. We 
asked teachers to reflect on different features of the co- orchestration tool in terms of sharing 

F I G U R E  4  Sample of the storyboard used in the classroom probe study. 
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control and decision making. Our findings showed that teachers wanted hybrid control with 
students and the AI but also needed to account for contextual details in their classroom.

Storyboard survey

Next, we conducted a needs validation survey with storyboards (Haesen et al., 2010). 
Teachers reflected on different scenarios related to the co- orchestration tool. We presented 
five storyboards (Figure 5) illustrating concepts from teachers and outlier scenarios that 
pushed social boundaries about who has control over pairing (eg, Pair- Up always auto- 
pairs without the teacher). The scenarios were presented in an online survey with Likert and 
open- ended questions to probe teacher perceptions of the scenarios. The survey was avail-
able for seven days. Our findings revealed that teachers wanted Pair- Up to propose pairs 
and were hoping it would serve as an extra pair of eyes to evaluate student progress and 
notify them of what is going on instead of making decisions.

Low fidelity prototypes

Next, we co- constructed low fidelity prototypes (Buchenau & Suri, 2000). We asked teach-
ers to comment on and generate prototypes based on how they might pair their students. 
Prototypes were developed in Google Slides (slides.google.com) and included the teacher's 
students' first names to add realism to the pairing process (Figure 6). We discussed how 
they might pair students and what they wanted to know to inform their pairings. We then 
asked teachers to imagine they had an intelligent teaching assistant to support pairing and 
explain how it might support them while pairing. Design ideas and prototypes that emerged 
from teachers were presented to subsequent teachers for iterative feedback. The design 
features that emerged included mechanisms for Pair- Up to supply suggestions, sidebars 
and pop- up panels that provided teachers with data about students.

F I G U R E  5  Sample of the storyboard survey. 
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Mid fidelity prototype feedback

Mid- fidelity prototypes were iteratively built in Figma (figma.com) (Buchenau & Suri, 2000; 
Figure 7). Prototypes included student first names to provide realism. We aimed to refine 

F I G U R E  6  Low fidelity prototype example. 

F I G U R E  7  Mid- fidelity prototype example. 
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the interactions while focussing on teacher- AI collaboration and explainability. We presented 
each prototype and probed into the following: (a) possible teacher use of the tool, potential 
explanations of Pair- Up's recommendations and additional Pair- Up support for teachers. 
We used emergent teacher design ideas as probing questions, with minimal changes to the 
prototypes between teacher meetings. Our findings highlighted a need for quick, scannable 
information that was not overwhelming to teachers, with options to get more information if 
they wanted.

User testing

Next, we created a fully functional prototype for interactive user testing to simulate func-
tionality (Figure 8). Through a video conferencing system, we gave teachers remote access 
to interact with Pair- Up. We used a Wizard- of- Oz method where the research staff worked 
on the tutoring software to simulate Pair- Up's functionality. We prompted teachers to think 
aloud while pairing their students (Nielsen et al., 2002). The focus was to simulate Pair- Up 
suggestions and refine the design and interaction. After using Pair- Up, we presented teach-
ers with three pairing algorithm options, explanations of each and designs for how they 
might be integrated. Teachers found the interface clear and informative but requested de-
sign features to customise the algorithm and presented data.

Classroom prototyping study

Lastly, we implemented Pair- Up to test feasibility, get initial impressions of classroom dy-
namics, understand student and teacher preferences, and invite their feedback (Figure 3). 

F I G U R E  8  High fidelity prototype of Pair- Up. 
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We conducted an in- person classroom study in a suburban public school with five middle 
school math teachers and 199 students from 11 classes, one of which was a special educa-
tion class. Each class participated in two lessons, each lasting 33 to 37 minutes. After the 
live experience, we interviewed each teacher about their perceptions of using the tool in the 
classroom.

Analysis

We conducted a secondary analysis to understand how teachers conceptualised sharing 
control with Pair- Up. The transcripts, videos and survey data from all six design methods 
were compiled for secondary analysis in MAXQDA (maxqda.com), a qualitative analysis 
software. Two researchers reviewed the data, identifying episodes where teachers indicated 
who should control the pairing process (ie, teachers, students, Pair- Up). In our coding, we 
were interested in who does the pairing; therefore, we did not include additional features 
related to Pair- Up (eg, what data are shown to teachers). We coded episodes as the unit of 
analysis to capture moments where teachers reflected on sharing control to capture the rea-
soning of how and when teachers wanted to share control and with whom. The video data in-
cluded at least one turn of talk. In the survey data, episodes included individual open- ended 
responses. Episodes were coded into four high- level categories about who participates in 
the pairing process (see Table 2; Cohen's Kappa of 0.83); we discussed disagreements until 
reaching a consensus. We identified 457 episodes in the data set and conducted qualita-
tive content analysis to inductively categorise episodes into themes (Mayring, 2014). Two 
researchers identified 45 themes, which were refined down to 14 final themes. Below, we 
first describe the patterns of episodes across design methods, followed by the episodes 
within each theme.

RESULTS

We examined teacher contributions across design methods to understand how teachers 
conceptualised sharing control with Pair- Up during dynamic transitions. Figure 9 highlights 
that most teachers across design methods focused on how they can share control with 
Pair- Up. Beyond that strong focus, in the initial design methods, a secondary focus was 
more on All Parties than just teachers, and we see a small shift toward more Teacher- only 
scenarios over time. Teachers in the classroom probe and storyboard survey focused on 

TA B L E  2  Coding scheme applied to the data.

Categories Definition Example

Teacher The teacher alone controls the pairing 
process

The teacher makes pairings with 
no input from students or 
Pair- Up

Pair- Up Pair- Up alone controls the pairing process Pair- Up, automatically makes 
pairings with no input from the 
students or teacher

Teacher and Pair- Up The teacher and Pair- Up collaboratively 
control the pairing process

Pair- Up recommends pairings 
to teachers from which the 
teacher can choose

All parties Teacher, Pair- Up and students 
collaboratively control the pairing 
process

Students input preferences 
through Pair- Up, which are 
shared with the teacher
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Teacher and Pair- Up and how All Parties worked together. As the process progressed, the 
contributions pivoted away from All Parties. In the user testing, teachers focused only on the 
Teacher and Pair- Up, without student control. This was expected as the goal was to interact 
with the simulated version of Pair- Up and provide feedback about how teachers would work 
with Pair- Up. The classroom study followed, where teachers again focused on the Teacher 
and Pair- Up collaboration but also shifted to the Teacher alone. Teachers rarely wanted 
Pair- Up to completely control the pairing, with a small spike in auto- pairing only under cer-
tain circumstances, such as pairing randomly. Next, we break down episodes within each 
theme.

Teacher

Two themes emerged regarding teacher control (Figure 10); teachers thought they should be 
the one who pairs, instead of Pair- Up or students. Figure 10 highlights that most of these epi-
sodes emerged in classroom study. In contrast, those related to students came from low fi-
delity prototyping, where teachers were prompted about student roles in the pairing process.

Concerning episodes when teachers wanted to do the pairing instead of Pair- Up (n = 22), 
some teachers were hesitant about the idea of Pair- Up having the control to make pairings. 
One teacher in the mid fidelity prototype described its limitation in not knowing what is hap-
pening in the classroom: “I think having the option to manually pair is always good. Because 
sometimes, there's things that don't show up in [Pair- Up], where [teachers] know who they 
should and shouldn't be working with.” Most of these episodes came from classroom study 
(n = 11). Teachers described ignoring Pair- Up's recommendations because they know their 

F I G U R E  9  Episode frequency by category and design method. 
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students better or wanted to test out pairs who do not typically work together. In one example, 
a teacher shared, “I didn't really use any of the pairing suggestions for that class. Just because 
I've been working with them for quite a while, so like, I kind of already know the students.”

Regarding episodes where the teacher did the pairing instead of students (n = 16), most 
episodes came from low fidelity prototyping, where we had explicit prompts to discuss if 
students should have a say in the pairing process. Teachers explained that students would 
pair with their friends, deny pairings if given the option and overwhelm teachers with pairing 
requests. One teacher in the storyboard survey shared, “The teacher should be able to pair 
intentionally, but students should not be able to request in [Pair- Up]. This can lead to many 
problems in a middle school classroom. Misuse, hurt feelings, etc.”

Pair- Up

Teachers rarely wanted Pair- Up to control the pairing process alone (Figure 11). Many 
teachers were against auto pairing without teacher awareness or control (see Teacher and 
Pair- Up below). Four teachers in the storyboard survey, low fidelity prototyping and mid- 
fidelity prototype found auto pairing to be effective but only under certain circumstances 
(n = 15). For instance, if Pair- Up was randomly assigning pairs, pairing based on the num-
ber of times two students have worked together, or to support self- regulated learning. One 
teacher described if Pair- Up could learn from his pairing strategies, then over time, it could 
pair alone:

If the intelligence in the system can be able to, to have the history of how I've 
been [pairing], so that in future, it can do it automatically, I don't have to be there. 
I think that will be helpful because maybe it's going to assist me. Then, it must 
know how I've been able to do it in the past.

Teacher and Pair- Up

Six themes emerged from teachers regarding the interaction with and control of Pair- Up. 
Figure 12 shows that most themes emerged across all methods except themes related to 
auto pairing and overriding pairing features. Most teachers strongly desired to be able to 

F I G U R E  10  Proportion of episodes by design method in the teacher category. 
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preconfigure Pair- Up before using it in the classroom (n = 116). Teachers advocated for cus-
tomisation and flexibility in Pair- Up to account for changing factors, including class dynam-
ics, size, content, social dispositions, and skills. Flexibility was preferred, so teachers could 
set restrictive parameters based on individual needs. Throughout the initial design methods, 
teachers recognised Pair- Up could share data with teachers for two purposes: (a) to monitor 
individual and collaboration processes (n = 37) and (b) to make informed decisions about 
pairing (n = 48). Teachers acknowledged the need for accurate information about student 
knowledge (ie, skill levels, strengths, misconceptions, errors) and historical performance 
(eg, conceptual and tutoring skills). One teacher during the mid- fidelity prototype suggested 
getting information about students' idle status, off- task chat prompts and misuse of the soft-
ware to intervene:

It would be helpful if a group wasn't going well, for whatever reason, like the 
student isn't answering anymore, that would be a good chance to say like, ‘This 
person needs a new tutor.’ If they stop working, like if they're either idle for 10 
minutes, or probably chit- chatting.

Other teachers wanted to see student strengths and what they are doing well to make effective 
pairings. Teachers also wanted social interactions of student conversations to act promptly. 
One teacher in the classroom probe expressed, “If something happens with their [students] 
sending an inappropriate comment or their chatting, or even if they're explaining it [the proce-
dure] wrong, I want to be able to fix that quickly.” When teachers experienced the Pair- Up in 
the classroom study, they found student skill mastery, errors, and status, which were communi-
cated in Pair- Up, useful for making informed decisions about pairing.

During the initial stages of the design, teachers recognised that Pair- Up could suggest 
pairings to teachers (n = 88). Teachers appreciate the convenience and efficiency of AI- 
generated pairing, as it could reduce the burden by saving time and supporting student 
learning. Because there may be other factors to consider when pairing students, teachers 
wanted to retain the final decision because they expressed reservations about relying solely 
on Pair- Up to determine the best pairings. For example, one teacher in the mid fidelity pro-
totype shared,

Being able to select the student and then give a few names is great, but also 
being able to reject that because I work with middle school students. So fre-
quently, I'm told, you know, this girl can't work with these girls right now … So, if 
those three girls popped up, I can reject those [pairings].

F I G U R E  11  Proportion of episodes by design method in the Pair- Up category. 
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Teachers expressed the need for Pair- Up to provide evidence- based reasoning for its sugges-
tions. One teacher described that she wanted Pair- Up to explain why it thought students were 
a good match:

It might be helpful to think about why the tutors who were suggested in the first 
place, and then if there were a reason that made this student not a good candi-
date. It would be helpful to know what that is. Because even if I want to accept it, 
then I at least know precisely what I'm accepting.

Teachers in the classroom enjoyed having control over pairings. Four teachers wanted 
Pair- Up to auto pair students. They proposed getting notifications (n = 27) to keep them 
informed and a feature to override Pair- Up decisions (n = 4). Teachers agreed they should 
be informed of changes made by Pair- Up and desired high involvement in the pairing 
process. Lastly, two teachers in the storyboard survey liked the option for the teacher to 
pair, but Pair- Up to override it (n = 13), specifically when Pair- Up could predict a potential 
problem.

All parties

Four themes emerged regarding how teachers wanted all three parties to inform pairing 
(Figure 13). Most themes in this category were specific to design methods, meaning these 

F I G U R E  12  Proportion of episodes by design method in the teacher and Pair- Up category. 
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themes emerged from prompts or ideas in specific design activities. Three of the themes 
had to do with the order in which all parties could inform the pairing. Most frequently and in 
the storyboard survey, teachers wanted the students and Pair- Up to be able to inform pairing 
but the teacher to make the final decision (N = 33). Many teachers explained that students 
needed to have a good reason to be paired and that they would validate it with their knowl-
edge of the pair and the data in Pair- Up. One teacher explained that the order in which the 
three parties could work together depended on the students:

The teacher should override any other decisions … that would be like kind of the 
levels, like the teacher [pairs, then Pair- Up], and then student, or the teacher, 
and the student and [Pair- Up]…. There would be certain students where I would 
not want them having that control. So, it would be the teacher, [Pair- Up], then 
student.”

She explained that some students who struggle or misbehave should not have control.
One teacher suggested teachers could suggest pairings to students, and Pair- Up would 

notify whom they chose (n = 2). In the prototyping stages of the process, a few teachers 
proposed that students could reflect on how the pairing went, notify the teacher, and then 
the teacher would restrict whom Pair- Up can pair in the future (n = 8). One teacher in the 
interactive prototyping shared:

But if I had input, if I had [students' self- reflections], like from these other things 
like, “Today, I felt uncomfortable with that,” if I'm aware of that ahead of time, I 
can deal with that. Give them a more polite way to say, “No, I don't want to work 
with them.”

Lastly, several teachers expressed using Pair- Up as a communication channel for pairing be-
tween students and the teacher (n = 10). Teachers emphasised that they wanted students to be 
able to draw the teachers' attention, for instance, through a direct message or a flag in Pair- Up.

F I G U R E  13  Proportion of episodes by design method in the all parties category. 
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DISCUSSION

Guided by our research question, we explored teacher conceptualisation and preferences of 
sharing control with Pair- Up to orchestrate dynamic transitions between individual and collabora-
tive learning. Across design sessions, teachers preferred to collaborate with Pair- Up to oversee 
the pairing process, which reflects design factors around teacher control, while orchestrating 
dynamic classrooms (Dillenbourg & Jermann, 2010). Many teachers preferred to have the final 
say over Pair- Up's recommendations with flexibility, customisation and accuracy of information 
about students to inform their pairing decisions. While teachers were initially keen on sharing 
control across the teacher, student, and Pair- Up, that goal shifted slightly over time. Our find-
ings revealed that teachers rarely wanted Pair- Up to control the pairing process alone. Rather, 
teachers wanted Pair- Up to guide teacher attention and inform their decisions, instead of solely 
relying on Pair- Up to make independent decisions (Holstein & Olsen, 2023). This study also high-
lighted the lack of student control from the teacher perspective. Researchers have highlighted 
the importance of including students in co- orchestrating learning transitions, yet there are many 
open and unexplored questions regarding what that might look like given the added complex-
ity of including student voices (Holstein & Olsen, 2023). Although we did not design for student 
control in our current version of Pair- Up, we see a need for future design methods focused on 
how students can have agency or control over the pairing process, in a manner acceptable to 
teachers. Based on these findings, we share implications for Human- AI design of similar tools.

Implications for human- AI design

High teacher control

Across methods, teachers wanted control over dynamic transitions and Pair- Up to make 
changes only with their approval. However, teachers found many features of human- AI col-
laboration useful, such as pairing suggestions informed by the algorithm and data to explain 
and inform decisions (Goodyear & Dimitriadis, 2013; Shneiderman, 2022). Designers need 
to consider how teachers can orchestrate classroom activities with AI to inform pedagogical 
decisions, while retaining teacher control.

Trust

Teachers preferred to trust their judgement and decision- making ability over the AI. In the 
initial design methods, teachers trusted the pairing suggestions from Pair- Up. However, when 
using Pair- Up, teachers felt they better understood their student's needs and relationships 
that might impact student collaboration. Thus, teachers may override Pair- Up's recommenda-
tions, meaning teachers were still hesitant to completely trust and follow AI suggestions. This 
teacher- AI synergy can be improved by developing a sense of trust among teachers (Dubey 
et al., 2020). We recognise that some scepticism toward AI is good, as teachers can make 
informed classroom decisions independent of AI. Nonetheless, once developing the self- 
efficacy to work with AI, teacher decision making may be enhanced, streamlined or supported.

Responsibility

Even when collaborating with Pair- Up, teachers felt responsible for classroom orchestra-
tion decisions. This mirrors findings in the literature (Molenaar, 2022), where humans and 
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AI share control, but humans are responsible for any actions in the classroom. Designers 
of AI technologies must reflect on how this responsibility can be ingrained in designs and 
reinforced through interactions.

Efficiency and accuracy

In the early design stages, some teachers believed Pair- Up could improve teacher effi-
ciency when pairing students, while others were still determining its usefulness. Teachers 
across design activities were more favourable for shared control when Pair- Up provided 
accurate information while enabling teachers to leverage their own knowledge (Holstein 
et al., 2020). Accuracy and efficiency are two principles that designers need to consider 
regarding how teachers can leverage and act on information from AI- based technology 
(Shneiderman, 2022).

Reflections for HCLA practice

The focus of our paper was on the teacher's conceptualisation of shared control with Pair- Up 
throughout an iterative design process. In reporting our findings, we also illustrated how 
human centred processes can be leveraged to design human- AI technologies. While there 
were nuanced differences in the insights that emerged across design methods, we found a 
minimal change in teacher thoughts on control during dynamic pairing. Examining themes 
across all methods, we were able to see promising triangulation toward making design de-
cisions about shared control based on teacher insights. Methodologically, it is challenging 
to attribute specific contributions to particular methods, especially when methods build on 
each other over time. Each design method had unique affordances that helped us to un-
pack different components of the dynamic pairing process and how AI might support teach-
ers' instructional decisions. Our process built on examples of past processes (ie, Holstein 
et al., 2020), beginning with conceptualizing the root challenge of dynamic pairing and add-
ing complexity over time. Starting in the classroom with a Wizard- of- Oz approach helped us 
to not only conceptualise the process but also unpack challenges of having the AI automate 
some work behind the scenes, which we were able to build upon over time.

We adapted traditional HCI and HCLA methods to engage teachers in designing our 
AI co- orchestration tool. One distinct difference for our HCAI process was the challenges 
of illustrating how pairing tasks might be automated with Pair- Up. Simulating ways to both 
explain and illustrate how the AI system might analyse, make predictions, and advise the 
dynamic pairing process was challenging through this process. Some teachers had a hard 
time imagining what the AI might do to support them and a few teachers felt that Pair- Up 
might do to support them and a few teachers felt that Pair- Up might be able to replace some 
of their usual interactions to alleviate some of the workload. Across all of our methods, the 
use of established HCLA methods that added simulated or imaginative prompts about the 
AI's automation and recommendations helped to support teachers in this process and al-
lowed us to dig deeper into misunderstanding about what the AI could do or what its role in 
the classroom might be. In reflection of our process, we recommend methods that situate 
dynamic Human- AI interactions in authentic classroom practices to allow teachers to in-
teract with prototypes with real data. Research shows this sheds light on more and better 
adoption (Xu et al., 2023). Additionally, simulating the classroom experience through real 
time replay of historic data has also proven to be an effective prototyping method, where 
users start to experience some of the new dynamics that the tool may bring about when 
used in the real environment (Holstein et al., 2019). HCLA are always grounded in practice 
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to some extent, but our classroom and Wizard- of- Oz studies allowed teachers to contribute 
to the design in context to reflect on the use of AI and potential futures in their classrooms. 
Due to the COVID- 19 pandemic, we could not work in classrooms as expected, but we found 
ways to ground design ideas in their context (eg, using real student names). Still, we must 
find ways to adapt methods to be more heavily grounded in teacher classroom norms and 
student learning needs to generate and evaluate design ideas.

In our last classroom activity, while pairing recommendations in Pair- Up were used, some 
teachers bypassed these to explore their manual pairings. It is hard to know if this was due to 
the novelty or usability of the tool or algorithmic aversion, or if this occurred due to contextu-
ally specific factors of their classroom. While examining our process across design methods 
helped understand teacher ideas about shared control, we suggest longitudinal methods to 
understand how teacher use of Pair- Up may change with sustained use (Xu et al., 2023). 
With a longer use case of the co- orchestration tool, we can better understand how teacher 
interactions and collaboration with Pair- Up sustain or change over time. With this in mind, 
we recognise that teachers should not simply accept Pair- Up suggestions, reinforcing the 
importance of sharing control.

Conclusions

Our research had two purposes. First, we described a secondary analysis to understand 
how teachers conceptualised sharing control with Pair- Up. Co- orchestration is one ap-
proach to leverage the strengths of teachers and AI to inform complex learning processes 
like dynamic transitions. However, AI co- orchestration tools must be designed with teachers 
to ensure the tools meet teacher needs and support student learning. Our findings show that 
teachers want to retain control when working with AI to co- orchestrate dynamic transitions. 
They want Pair- Up to supply suggestions and data, but teachers wish to retain the ultimate 
say over pedagogical decisions related to dynamic pairing (Molenaar, 2022). Additionally, 
teachers wanted Pair- Up to be accurate, flexible and customisable to support their class-
room decisions (Shneiderman, 2022).

Second, we used our results to illustrate how HCLA can be applied to the design of 
human- AI technologies. Researchers suggest that HCI and HCLA methods require adap-
tation to account for the additional complexity of AI (Holstein et al., 2019; Ozmen Garibay 
et al., 2023; Xu et al., 2023). Our methods concretely addressed the Human- AI interac-
tions within Pair- Up, including scaled- up storyboarding in a survey format, prompts to 
imagine the AI's role and Wizard- of- Oz studies. Our paper describes an entire process 
to create and test an AI- based co- orchestration tool with implications for teacher needs 
regarding sharing control with the AI. From this work, we see open areas to continue 
describing and innovating on how we adapt methods with teachers to build more collab-
orative human- AI technologies.
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